
 

Adding suffixes to words 

ending in -fer 

Nouns end –ce and verbs 

-se 

Endings which sounds 

like ‘shus’ spelt –cious or 

–tious 

referring advise vicious 

referred advice gracious 

reference devise spacious 

referee device malicious 

preferring practise ambitious 

preferred practice cautious 

preference  infectious 

transferring  nutritious 

transferred  fictitious 

referral  anxious (exception 

word) 

bonus words: bonus words: bonus words: 

conference prophecy precious 

conferring  prophesy scrumptious 

 

Endings which sounds 

like ‘shul’ 

Words ending in –ant, -

ance/ -ancy, -ent, -

ence/-ency 

Words ending in –able 

and –ible  

Words ending in –ably 

and –ibly 

substantial  decency  sensible  

special observance adorably 

artificial frequent  possibly  

confidential  hesitancy changeable 

crucial substance noticeable 

beneficial innocent dependable 

official hesitant understandable 

partial decent considerable 

social observant terribly 

essential decency  adorable 

bonus words: bonus words: bonus words: 

glacial different audible 

influential constant breakable 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Words with the ‘ee’ 

sound spelt ei after c 

Words containing the 

letter-string ough 

Words with silent letters 

deceive enough  doubt 

field fought island 

receive bough lamb 

believe rough solemn 

ceiling plough thistle 

receipt though knight 

perceive thought knife 

deceit thorough thumb 

relief brought  salmon 

brief although  know 

bonus words: bonus words: bonus words: 

piece drought gnome 

conceited nought crumb 

 

Homophones and near 

homophones 

Homophones and near 

homophones 

Homophones and near 

homophones 

aloud cereal farther 

allowed serial father 

affect compliment guessed 

effect complement guest 

altar descent heard 

alter dissent herd 

ascent desert led 

assent dessert lead 

bridal draft morning 

bridle draught mourning 

bonus words: bonus words: bonus words: 

your there their 

you’re their they’re 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Homophones and near 

homophones 

Exception words Exception words 

past accommodate available 

passed accompany average 

precede according awkward 

proceed achieve bargain 

principal aggressive bruise 

principle amateur category 

profit ancient committee 

prophet apparent communicate 

steal appreciate community 

steel attached competition 

bonus words: bonus words: bonus words: 

no your according 

know you’re aggressive 

 

Exception words Exception words Exception words 

conscience develop existence 

conscious dictionary exaggerate 

controversy disastrous excellent 

convenience embarrass existence 

correspond environment explanation 

criticise equipped familiar 

curiosity equipment foreign 

definite especially forty 

desperate exaggerate frequently 

determined excellent government 

bonus words: bonus words: bonus words: 

competition curiosity embarrass 

available criticise exaggerate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Exception words Exception words Exception words 

guarantee leisure opportunity 

harass lightning parliament 

hindrance marvellous persuade 

identity mischievous physical 

immediate muscle prejudice 

immediately necessary  privilege 

individual neighbour profession 

interfere nuisance programme 

interrupt occupy pronunciation 

language occur queue 

bonus words: bonus words: bonus words: 

government immediately necessary 

frequently language occupy 

 

Exception words Exception words Exception words 

recognise sincere variety 

recommend sincerely vegetable 

relevant stomach vehicle 

restaurant sufficient yacht  

rhyme suggest identify 

rhythm symbol necessary 

sacrifice system profession 

secretary temperature secretary 

shoulder thorough restaurant 

soldier twelfth shoulder 

bonus words: bonus words: bonus words: 

opportunity recommend suggest 

persuade recognise symbol 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


